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Disney+ 
Introduction
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Disney+ is the SVOD direct-to-consumer video 
streaming service of The Walt Disney Company 

Launched initially in November 2019 in the US, Puerto 
Rico, Canada, the Netherlands, Australia and NZ  

It is now rolling out further, with the service in the UK, 
Austria, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland and India 

As a result of COVID-19 the launch in France was 
delayed - but it is set to launch this week - and 
bandwidth was reduced in Europe following 
discussions with the European Commission



Disney+ 
US growth and international prospects

3 Source: 3Vision estimates based on Company announcements

Early US growth has been nothing short of massive 

In 24 hours Disney signed up 10M subscribers and by 
February (in 12 weeks) they had secured 29M, which is 

greater than their original 2024 US forecast (20M) 

Long term Disney forecasted two thirds of subscribers 
(40M) will come from  international markets, a different 

challenge than growing the US market within their US  
ecosystem (with ESPN, ABC and other properties) 
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“[Disney+] has exceeded even our greatest expectations. Thanks to 
our incredible collection of brands, outstanding content from our 

creative engines and state-of-the-art technology, we believe our direct-
to-consumer services, including Disney+, ESPN+ and Hulu, position us 

well for continued growth in today’s dynamic media environment.” 

Bob Iger, Ex-Chairman & Chief Executive Officer 
The Walt Disney Company
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Disney+ 
Immediate awareness and demand in the US

4 Source: Sensor Tower (Q4 2019)

There were more than 30M App downloads in the US in Q4 ’19, a 34% share of the quarterly total. Since 2014 no 
other SVOD app has been in as much demand - whilst the market for SVOD App downloads is very different, 
even with allowances Disney+ outperformed significantly
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Disney+ 
UK Pricing competitive in the market

5 Source: Company Websites. Netflix pricing is for Standard Plan. * Amazon Prime £7.99 price includes Prime Shipping Benefit.

European pricing for Disney+ is £5.99/€6.99 per month, or £59.99/€69.99 for a year, but Disney also offered pre-
order deals, with a £49.99/€59.99 annual offer price for early sign-ups  

UK Streaming Service Pricing - Standard Tier (£GBP)

4.99

5.99

5.99

7.99

8.99

8.99

2 screens, HD, 
Higher tier needed for UHD

6 screens (with family sharing), HD and UHD

3 screens, HD and UHD (where available)

2 screens 
Higher tier needed for HD (+£3 for HD and 3 screens)

4 screens, HD and UHD (where available)

Multiple screens (no limit declared), HD

Basic Plan @ £5.99 
1 screens, no HD

No Shipping @ £5.99 *

Reflecting their smaller content 
volume Disney are priced 

competitively in the market, with UHD 
and 4 screens included in their one 

basic price-point 



Disney+ 
TV and Telco Partnerships

6 * DT Magenta TV OTT Subs do not get a discounted price for Disney+ but can benefit from the 6M free promo

Partnerships have been established with operators in key territories, aligning often with the existing licensee of 
their Pay Movie deals (e.g. Sky and Canal+) and operators taking more of a retailer relationship than previously

France UK UK Germany Spain Italy
Canal+ O2 Sky Deutsche Telekom Movistar (Telefonica) Telecom Italia

Exclusive  
Distribution partner

Exclusive  
Mobile Telco partner

Non-Exclusive  
Distribution partner

Exclusive  
Distribution partner

Exclusive  
Distribution partner

Exclusive  
Distribution partner

Retailed through Canal+ 

Bundled in multiple 
options including   Ciné 

Séries Pack

Six months free for new 
and upgrading 

customers 

£2 off for existing subs

Retailed through Sky  

No discounts or 
bundling

Six months free, then €2 
saving for TV, fixed-line 

and mobile subs* 

Bundled in selected  
Movistar Fusion bundles 

and added to new 
“Cine” pack discounted 

for six months

Three months free then 
Long term saving of €3 
with TIMVision & Fibre 

bundles



Disney+ 
Distribution Partnerships
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The strategic importance of distributors in markets is 
highly valued by Disney and they have been establishing 
a number of different types of relationship 

Whilst Sky have a non-exclusive distribution relationship 
with no bundling of Disney+, they are well placed to 
drive usage through the SkyQ interface and so far have 
maintained the non-exclusive right to Disney movies in 
their Cinema pack, along with renewing their Fox deal 

Conversely Canal+ have the exclusive right to bundle 
Disney+ within their packs, and can resell these to IPTV 
3rd party platforms - however Disney can still make its 
App available elsewhere but without full integration and 
billing hand-off



Disney+ 
TV promotion
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In addition to working with distributors Disney have also been utilising the promotional value of linear channels in 
the markets when they launch - going beyond the use of their own channels in the US and using third parties 

US Market - Disney Owned Channels
Premiered first episode as simulcast across the 
three Disney owned channels on 8th Nov 
before the launch of Disney+ on the 12th 

France - Canal+
Will premiere the first episode on four of its 
channels (both Pay and Free TV) ahead of the 
postponed launch of Disney+ in the market

Germany - ProSieben
Premiered the first episode two days ahead of 
launch alongside the ‘Star Wars: The Last Jedi’ 
Free TV premiere



Disney+  
International Rollout

9 Source: Company Releases. Expansion plans are clear in North America, Europe and Latin America, with Asia-Pacific to be confirmed.

Asian and Latin American market rollouts will come later, but India and further European launches are imminent

Disney+ International Rollout

North America

Launched Nov 19th 2019Netherlands

Australia & New Zealand

UK & Ireland

Launched March 24th
Germany, Austria & Switzerland

Spain

Italy

India (through Hotstar) April 3rd

France April 7th (tbc)

Belgium

Summer 2020Nordics

Portugal

Asia Late 2020 and through 2021

Latin America H1 2021



Disney+  
India - Disney+ Hotstar
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Star launched OTT service Hotstar in 2015 with AVOD and two 
SVOD tiers; local content and sports in one, and then ‘Premium’ 
with international TV (including HBO and Showtime) and Movies  

Disney’s purchase of Star India's parent company Fox has led to 
the strategy of integrating Disney+ with Hotstar’s premium tier - 
branded “Disney+ Hotstar”, with the premium tier price rising 
from Rs 999 to Rs1,499 ($20) and including all content 

The lower tier will include movies from the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe, but not Disney+ Originals, and is priced at Rs 399 ($5.3) 

India remains a key growth market for Netflix and Amazon, and 
the addition of Disney+ to what was already a service containing 
significant volumes of premium content will increase competition

Disney+ Hotstar VIP (Basic) Rs. 399

Marvel Movies, Live Sports, Hotstar Originals and library 
catalogue - no Disney+ Originals

Disney+ Hotstar VIP Premium Rs. 1,499

All of the basic tier plus shows from HBO, Fox, Showtime and 
Disney+ Originals



Disney+ 
The App

11

Wide accessibility of the app and a truly excellent experience within the service has been a key priority

4 
Concurrent streams per account

7 
Custom profiles

10 
Devices registered at any one time

16 
Languages subtitled and dubbed for Disney+ original content

4K & HDR 
For selected content

Unlimited 
Downloads of shows and movies to watch offline later

Personalisation 
Personal recommendations alongside curated content & franchise areas



Disney+ 
Originals key to content proposition
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Disney+ has around 7,500 TV episodes and 500 movies from 
Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars and National Geographic 
alongside The Simpsons and selected other Fox content 

Y1 will see over 30 exclusive original series and over 15 exclusive 
original movies and specials, with fresh originals and theatrical 

films key to their success and most importantly containing churn 

The Mandalorian received critical acclaim (95% ) and has been 
renewed for a 2nd season, and Marvel TV originals are being 

positioned alongside blockbuster movie releases, using the same 
film talent (rather than being spin-offs as they have in the past) 

Existing properties and library content have been surfacing 
more, with The Disney Vault (previously used to control the 

home video market for Disney movies) now retired, with all of its 
content coming to Disney+

ORIGINALS

OTHER

Full Year 2024Full Year 2020

50+

$2-3 Billion

10+

10,000+

$2-3 Billion

120+ recent, 500+ lib.

25+

>$1 Billion

10+

7,500+

$1-1.5 Billion

100+ recent, 400+ lib.

TV

Movies

TV

Movies

Cost

Cost

Sources: Walt Disney Company Investor Day, April 2019

Content Plan (April 2019)



Disney+  
Content - Scripted Films

13 Source: 3Vision Analysis of Disney+

The film proposition is supported by Theatrical, Straight-to-DVD and TV movies, with a significant number of very 
successful theatrical titles available from key franchises

Scripted Theatrical Releases available on Disney+ UK (2017-2020)
Star Girl 2020 Disney+ Original
Aladdin 2019 Disney Live Action
Avengers: Endgame 2019 Marvel Live Action
Captain Marvel 2019 Marvel Live Action
Dumbo 2019 Disney Live Action
Lady And The Tramp 2019 Disney Animation
Lion King, The 2019 Disney Live Action
Toy Story 4 2019 Pixar Animation
Ant-Man And The Wasp 2018 Marvel Live Action
Avengers: Infinity War 2018 Marvel Live Action
Black Panther 2018 Marvel Live Action
Christopher Robin 2018 Disney Live Action
Incredibles 2, The 2018 Pixar Animation
Mary Poppins Returns 2018 Disney Live Action
Nutcracker And The Four Realms, The 2018 Disney Live Action
Ralph Breaks The Internet 2018 Disney Animation
Solo: A Star Wars Story 2018 Lucasfilm Live Action
Wrinkle In Time, A 2018 Disney Live Action
Beauty And The Beast 2017 Disney Live Action
Cars 3 2017 Pixar Animation
Coco 2017 Pixar Animation
Guardians Of The Galaxy: Volume 2 2017 Disney Animation

Disney+ UK Film Offer by Era

'20
'19'18'17'16

'15
'14

'13

'12

'11

'10

20s

90s

80s

70s

60s

Pre-1960

UK Titles 
excluding TV 

movies



Disney+  
Content driven by US supply chains, and impacted by COVID-19
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The content offer across the territories are broadly similar but 
there are variations driven primarily by the presence of existing 
content deals with third-parties that Disney have not exited - 
most notably in the US where some movies are still on Netflix 

Some distribution partnerships have driven content variations 
(e.g. sharing the 1st Pay Movie window in the UK) and other 
local market factors are impacting offers (e.g. French laws on 
release windows) but there is much in common 

Retail and rental windows were to stay largely intact, however 
in the exceptional circumstances we find ourselves the 
company is disrupting windows - releasing ‘Frozen II’ and 
‘Onward’ early and now moving Artemis Fowl to a Disney+ 
premiere



Disney+ 
Content Challenges

15

The content offer includes almost the entire Disney catalogue, with Disney’s  
belief that removing all of their branded content from the licensing market and 

going D2C is the way forward for media companies   

On the surface Disney are employing significant curation, primarily with Originals 
that will be key (and may suffer from production delays), but there is little volume 
curation past omitting titles that have not culturally aged well, and no localisation  

The key challenge for Disney is the same for all SVODs - will they have enough 
new content flowing through to prevent churn and retain subscribers - the Disney 

library has huge appeal, but despite the tent-poles and big franchises it is 
inevitably limiting to restrict the offer to their own library and remain US-centric 

The Simpsons and other Fox library is appearing, and no doubt negotiations will 
go on to secure Spider-Man movies from Sony (including those in their Marvel 

Cinematic Universe Films), but more considerations are undoubtedly being 
worked on, in particular when it comes to local regulatory requirements that may 

force their approach, such as the EU 's Audiovisual Media Services Directive  



Disney+ 
Wrap Up
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Disney+ got off to a incredible start in the US, and whilst the unprecedented impact on all of our 
lives from the COVID-19 pandemic will render any real growth comparison and analysis largely 
worthless, its launch in international markets will be key to follow 

Disney have been establishing key distribution partnerships and in addition to making it available 
through these partner TV operators, it has invested in making the app as accessible as possible 

Its impact will change the Pay TV market and inject new fierce competition into the SVOD 
market, but it is doing this alongside engagement with the Pay TV stakeholders and as Disney+ 
grows we will also be watching the change to their existing business relationships and strategies 

Wall Street’s valuation of D2C businesses is such that Disney’s current strategy will help drive the 
share price and keep investors happy, but as they move on from the first phase of rollout and start 
having to meet the challenges of an increasingly competitive market (and demanding 
consumers) maintaining their momentum and flow of content will be critical to success  

We can help you. 
3Vision help clients build highly successful content businesses through a range of expert consultancy 
services.  We combine intelligent trend analysis and deep industry experience to give your business 
expert insight.  Our strategic advice is drawn from first-had experience and real world success. 
If you would like a presentation of these results and our insights to your team, please get in touch.

+44 1225 636 200 contact@3vision.tv www.3vision.tv @3Vision

share price and keep investors happy, but as they move on from the first phase of rollout and start 

“To me, the the commonality between our 
businesses is our consumer. It’s not ironic that our 
strategy for the media business now is a D2C 
business, where we have that one-on-one 
relationship with our customer without necessarily 
having a lot of middlemen in between.”” 

Bob Chapek, CEO, The Walt Disney Company




